
THE TRAGEDY OF DUBLANE THAT HAPPENED IN 1996

The Dunblane school massacre took place at Dunblane Primary School near Stirling, Scotland, on 13 March , when
Thomas Hamilton shot 16 children and.

The first we knew of it was a series of bangs. The recording of the revised version of the song, which included
brothers and sisters of the victims singing the chorus and Mark Knopfler on guitar, was released on 9
December in the UK, and reached number 1. Later he ran a boys club - at one time in the school gym, some
say - and recently, said a neighbour, he had been turned down as a voluntary worker for the primary school
where he yesterday wreaked such bloody havoc. The attack happened just after GMT, as the Year One pupils
were beginning an exercise class in the gym with their teacher, Gwen Mayor. I immediately remembered
being in Cardiff on business. As the Queen, the Prime Minister and the Leader of the Opposition registered
their shock and distress at the worst multiple murder this country has seen, there were immediate calls for
greater security in schools and tightening of the laws on gun ownership, last addressed after the Hungerford
massacre in August  He entered the gym and began firing in rapid succession, killing one teacher instantly and
hitting the other two. Hamilton had become an assistant Boy Scout leader at the age of 20 but soon came
under suspicion because of his behaviour toward boys. The swamp of gun use has not been fully drained and
while tighter gun control removes risk on an incremental basis, significant numbers of weapons remain in
Britain. It's obviously weird to think you had a murderer in your car , sitting next to your mum. I knew the
teacher and the pupils were well known to my friends and family. Rob Lightbody, Scotland On 13 March my
wife was in labour with our first child. For some while thereafter I was unable to look at our first son, who was
also five years old, because he reminded me of the innocence of the victims. It found no reason to extend the
controls further at that time[9]. I dropped everything and came home. The killer has been named as Thomas
Hamilton, 43, a local man, who had once - briefly - been a scout master before being sacked by the Scout
Association. The proceeds went to charities for children. We were immediately sent home, and didn't go back
for another nine days. He was joined by the shadow Scottish secretary, George Robertson, who lives in
Dunblane. Our teacher, Mrs. Law and wider context after: The legislation passed after Dunblane resulted in
the UK having some of the strictest gun laws in the world. A motive for the massacre was never established.
Hamilton then shot himself dead before emergency responders arrived, ending a brutal attack that remains the
deadliest mass shooting in British history. The only tape we had with us was Enya's Memories of Trees.
Hamilton then fired a series of shots at an adjacent mobile classroom and into the playground, while walking
back and forth across the gymnasium. Four files containing post mortems, medical records and profiles on the
victims, as well as Hamilton's autopsy , remained sealed under the year order to avoid distressing the relatives
and survivors. In response, then Conservative Prime Minister John Major set up a public inquiry to look into
gun laws and assess ways to better protect the public. Facts Matter. A steep learning curve The Conservative
government legislated to ban higher calibre handguns in  But what happened in Dunblane? In my bag I had a
number of birthday cards from friends. The sense of despair was palpable. Fifteen children and Mrs Mayor
died at the scene; another child died in hospital. Then there was a few seconds of a pause and he started again.


